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City of Lynchburg 
Procurement Division 
900 Church Street 
Lynchburg, VA 24504 
Phone: (434) 455-3970 
Fax: (434) 845-0711 
 

Addendum for Proposal 
Avgas Self-Service Aviation Fuel Storage Tank and Pumping Station 

2019-039 
 

 
Date: 3/5/19 
 
From: Melissa Tillman, Contract Specialist 
 
RE: Addendum No. 2 
 
 
This Addendum becomes a part of the proposal documents and modifies the Request for Proposal as noted below.  
Acknowledge receipt of this Addendum in the space provided on the Proposal Title Page.  Failure to do so may subject 
bidder to disqualification. 
 

1. Will the system only refuel aircraft? Or, will it refill refueler trucks?  
Answer: The system will only refuel aircraft. 

 
2. With 75’ hose, will 50 static (grounding) reel be sufficient? Should a 75’ ground reel be used? 

 Answer: A 75’ grounding reel should be used to match the hose length. 
  

3. Typically AST’s filling aircraft are required to be UL 2085. Is UL 142 Double Wall sufficient?  
Answer: If Campbell County code or other Federal or State compliance requirements demand UL 2085 for AST’s 
filling aircraft, use UL 2085; otherwise use UL 142 Double Wall. 

 
4. Is a remote spill box required for off-load, or will the off-load connection be over the containment pan with 

the pumping skid? 
Answer: Yes, a remote spill box is preferred that is co-located with the storage tank.  In any case, however, 
propose what is necessary to meet all County, State or Federal compliance requirements and/or what you 
recommend. 

 
5. A. Is filtration required for off-load into product tank, or only for dispensing?  

Answer: Filtration is not required for off-loading of product into tank and is required only for dispensing; 
however, please make a recommendation if there is a reason filtration should be provided at off-load. 

 
B. If large filtration is required for off-loading into tank, will sump heater and water defense be required in 
filter vessel sump?  

 Answer: N/A 
 

6. What are the inspection requirements (ie, AHJ witnesses pressure testing of tank, system, etc) 
Answer: Campbell County should be contacted directly for this information. 
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7. Will the AHJ (Authority Having Jurisdiction) require engineer-sealed fuel system & electrical site specific 
drawings for permits?  Or just typical shop drawings? 
Answer: The proposer is responsible for all permits related to installing the fuel tank and equipment, and also to 
provide the electrical/network connections from the tank to the location shown in Attachment B in the RFP.  
Campbell County is the AHJ in this case and should be contacted directly. 
 

8. Will the successful bidder be responsible for the engineering and providing engineer-sealed drawings for 
designing the concrete foundation pad? 
Answer: The airport will be responsible for obtaining all engineering services related to the design and 
construction of the concrete pad.  Proposer is required to provide the necessary concrete construction 
specifications to accommodate the proposed tank and equipment (page 3). 

 
9. If the concrete pad is by the airport, who anchors the tank?  If the contractor, are the any special seismic 

anchor requirements? 
Answer: The contractor is responsible for anchoring the tank to the pad.  Campbell County should be contacted 
directly for seismic anchoring standards. 

 
10. Who grounds the tank?  If the contractor, are there any special grounding requirements or just industry 

standards? 
Answer: The contractor by industry standards and/or as required by Campbell County code. 

 
11. The routing for the electrical for the new fuel system, the specs state that this is to be below ground. Who 

will be responsible for excavating and replacing pavement?  Who is responsible for 
trenching/backfilling? If general contractor is to do pavement repairs, what are the pavement specs?  Who 
locates underground utilities?   
Answer: Refer to Attachment B in RFP package; the contractor will be responsible for making the connection to 
the power/network panel.  There is no pavement between the location of the slab/tank and the power/network 
panel so no pavement excavation will be necessary.  Contractor will be responsible for trenching/backfilling and 
will also be responsible for locating underground utilities from pad to the power/network panel.  

 
12. Are there any other licensing requirements besides being a properly licensed VA general contractor with 

the proper classifications? 
Answer: Not that the airport is aware of; however, it is the proposer’s responsibility to be in compliance with all 
licensing and code requirements. 

 
13. Are performance/payment bonds required? 

 Answer: No 
 

14. Is this a Davis-Bacon wage rate project? 
 Answer: No 

READ TERMS AND CONDITIONS AND SIGN 

In compliance with the above PROPOSAL, and subject to all the conditions hereof, the undersigned offers and agrees to comply 
with any or all of the terms and conditions contained herein, or as mutually agreed upon by subsequent negotiations.  This form 
shall become part of the final file. 
Company Name:     Address: _________________________________Date:   

Authorized Signature:       Title:      

Print Name:     Telephone No.:   E-mail:______________________ 
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